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In every literature of Europe is a century of Romantic
individualism. From the German school, largely
through the mediation of Madame de Stael, the
Romantic ideas spread to every land in Europe and set
the stamp of romanticism on the whole nineteenth
century.
The eighteenth century in European literature
I thus regard as the epoch bounded by the years 1685
and 1798. My concern is more particularly, however,
with the literatures north of the Alps, and with the
only one—apart from Sweden—that really matters in
this century, that of Germany. In no literature is the
Janus-like aspect of the eighteenth century so clearly
marked as here : this literature looks on the one hand
backward to the Golden Age of classic perfection,
spurting its great poets on to the masterpieces of the
close of the century, and, on the other, it looks forward
into the mystic depths of modern romanticism ; and
nowhere, except perhaps in Sweden, is the balance of
this dualism more equally held than in German
poetry. In another essay I have already touched
briefly on the relation of Latin classicism to the
literatures of the north. This relation will, however,
bear closer examination, for, if I am not mistaken, it
affords a valuable key to the inner significance of the
German eighteenth century. Since the great northern
initiative of the Middle Ages, or, at least, since the
militant assertion of the middle class spirit in the
sixteenth century, the Germanic literatures had, as
we have seen, fallen meekly back into the train of
the literatures of the south : they even show a faint
reflex of the ebb and flow of the Renaissance movement
of Latin literatures. Germany's Opitoan school, for
Instance, is the analogue of the French movement
associated with the Pleiade; and, as in the southern
literatures the healthy development of Renaissance
ideals was followed by the degeneration known to the
various lands affected by it as secentism, gongoristn,
pr6ciosit£—with ourselves as euphuism—the German

